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ABSTRACT

Recent developments in the field of electronic and wireless communications have the ability to design and
manufacture sensors with low power consumption, small size, reasonable prices and various data uses.
These small sensors, which have the ability to perform actions such as receiving various environmental
information based on the sensor type, processing and sending it, monitoring and monitoring, etc., have led
to the emergence of ideas for the creation and expansion of networks known as wireless sensor networks. A
sensor network consists of a large number of sensor nodes that are widely distributed in an environment
that collects information from the environment. The location of sensor nodes is necessarily predefined and
not known. Such a feature allows us to release them in hazardous or inaccessible places. Another unique
feature of sensor networks is the ability to collaborate and coordinate sensor nodes. Each node of the sensor
has a processor on its board, and if it uses related algorithms, instead of sending all the raw data to the
center, it first performs its initial and simple processing on them and then sends the semi-processed data.
Keywords: Wireless Sensor Networks, Clustering, Clustering, Energy Balance, Lifetime.
1

INTRODUCTION

Network sensor [1] is a network consisting of a
large number of small nodes operating
autonomously to gather environmental information.
At each sensor node there is a complete interaction
with the physical environment. Sensors capture
environmental information and transfer data to the
data collection center called sink. Communication
between nodes is wireless. Each module works
independently without human intervention, and is
typically physically very small and has limitations
in processing power, memory capacity, energy, etc.
Among other things, energy is the most critical
factor in the survival of sensor networks. Once the
energy ends, it stops working out of the network's
cycle of activity. In many cases, shutting down a
node will disrupt the entire network. For this
reason, energy constraints are the source of many
research topics. This network follows the protocols
of the traditional network, but because of the
restrictions and differences in application, you must
always seek to modify, invent, and implement these
protocols [20].

Fig. 1. Network sensor

2

MOTIVATION AND DEFINITION OF
THE PROBLEM

Wireless sensor networks have many uses,
including the use of regulatory, industrial, military,
agricultural, environmental and other applications.
Of course, issues such as energy and useful life
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have overshadowed their widespread use [20].
Therefore, increasing longevity is one of the most
important issues and one of the most important
challenges ahead. Facing such a problem is possible
at two levels:
1- Hardware
including
sensor
network
components, energy storage device, radio
equipment (which is the radio transmitter of
one of the most energy consumers in wireless
sensor networks) so that even receiving data,
energy consumption of this piece of other
parts of the node Is. At the same time, the
correct selection of node nodes also plays an
important role in extending the life of wireless
sensor networks.
2- Software,
communication
protocols,
middleware and energy saving techniques are
important because of the limited power of
nodes, the provision of protocols and
solutions to prevent energy waste. For
example, if the nodes are properly
synchronized, timing the activity of the
sensors and disabling them when not in use is
one of the ways to increase the life span of
these networks.
3

APPLICATION OF WIRELESS SENSOR
NETWORKS
3- The range of wireless sensor networks is
wide-ranging and includes applications
such as agriculture, medicine, and
industrial
applications
to
military
applications. For example, one of the most
common uses of this technology is
monitoring a remote environment. For
example, the leakage of a chemical plant
in the factory's vast environments can be
monitored by hundreds of sensors that
automatically form a wireless network and
will be promptly notified to the center
when a chemical leak occurs. [9]
4- Unlike traditional wired systems, these
systems, on the one hand, reduce the cost
of network configuration and installation.
On the other hand, instead of installing
thousands of wire meters, only small
pieces that are about the size of a coin in
the desired locations Contract. The
network simply extends with the addition
of several nodes and does not require
complex configuration design.

4

WIRELESS SENSOR NODE STRUCTURE
5- A sensor node usually contains 4
subsystems[16]:
Subsystem
Calculation:
Includes
microprocessor (sub control unit, MCU)
with responsibility for controlling sensors
and operating communication protocols.
Usually, the MCU operates in different
ways for energy management purposes.
But these energy-efficient practices are
associated with energy consumption, so
the energy consumption levels of different
methods should be checked for each
node's battery life. This section takes data
from the sensors, depending on the
application of limited processing on them,
and sends it through the sender.
6- Communication subsystem: The sender
unit establishes the node's communication
with the network. This subsystem contains
a low range of radio waves used for
communications with adjacent nodes and
the outside world. This radio subsystem
can operate under Idle and Sleep modes.
When the transmission or receiving
subsystem does not have its full shutdown,
it is very important to replace it in idle
mode, because it consumes a lot of energy
in idle state.
7- Sensory sub-system: This subsystem
includes a sensor and analog-to-digital
converter [1] that transmits information
from a sensor and digitizes it to the
processor. Low energy consumption can
reduce energy consumption and save
energy, resulting in increased efficiency.
8- Subsystem Energy Source: Includes
battery that supplies energy to the node.
The amount of battery used should be
checked, because if the battery is used for
a long time, the battery will end, although
it may have remained for a long time.
There may also be a unit for producing
energy such as solar cells alongside this
section.
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Fig. 2. System structure of a wireless node sensor

If the operating system, software layer and network
protocols are designed for energy conservation, the
life span of the sensor networks can rise
significantly. Energy management in the radio
subsystem is very important because radio
communications use a lot of energy when
performing system tasks. On the other hand, sensor
nodes act as a router, and most of the packets that
the sensor receives is shared with the transmissions.
Smart radio hardware helps identify the paths of
packets that need to be sent, and this process
reduces the overhead of computing because packets
in the middle nodes do not require much of a
process.
5

CHALLENGES IN WIRELESS SENSOR
NETWORKS

Some of the most important challenges ahead in
wireless sensor networks are as follows:
• Energy management: limit the energy required
sensors is always a concern for designers is because
according to the charging them again there is full
battery, each of which is equivalent to the loss of
them, and perhaps the loss of one or more nodes
The whole network fails.
Scalability: Wireless sensor networks must be
distributed and capable of self-regulation [1] and
self-modification [2]. Therefore, scalability is an
important condition for the survival of these types
of networks.
Security: One of the most important considerations
in these networks is security. The distributed
structure of these types of networks and their
geographical dispersion
have made the hacker and viruses more vulnerable
to these types of networks. Therefore, taking into
account limited facilities such as processing and
memory, a method should be adopted to impose the
least overhead on the system.
Communications: Wireless sensor networks usually
work in hard, harsh and hazardous areas with high

temperature changes. For example, consider
networks that are designed and installed in order to
monitor
a
semi-active
firefighter.
The
communication system of this network must be in
such a way as to transfer information in the shortest
possible time. Perhaps the smallest delay in
communication makes it completely impossible to
do it.
Reliability [3]: In many applications, it is used to
implement sensors from helicopters or similar
devices, which may result in the loss of several
nodes or in operation as a result of this, and the
beats entering the sensors. They get disturbed. Or
their use is in difficult environments, such as under
the ocean or on the surface, chemical and
microfluidic environments, war zones, and so on.
Sensor nodes must be constructed in such a way as
to be compatible with the environment in which
they are used. For example, sensors used at the
bottom of the ocean should withstand extreme
pressure and be waterproof. Therefore their design
must be such that they have the necessary
resistance to such conditions. Network design
should also be designed in such a way that failure
of one or more nodes does not result in the entire
network operation.
Inhomogeneity [4]: Sensor networks should be
able to work with different wireless sensor devices
that are different in functionality and performance,
since in a network, depending on the application,
two or more sensor types may be used that are
normal It will be needed to work together with
these devices, communication protocols and special
algorithms.
Cost of production: Today, economic costs play a
major role in the implementation and expansion of
networks. Although the sensor nodes are low-cost
for small and simple reasons, but due to the fact
that thousands of nodes may be used in a sensor
network, a slight drop in prices on one of these
sensors will reduce the overall cost of the network.
6

METHODS AND EFFECTIVE FACTORS
IN REDUCING ENERGY
CONSUMPTION

Because we want sensor networks with a life span
of at least a few months to one year, so we have to
optimize the amount of energy in the network. One
of the most important ways is to optimize the
energy consumption in the sensory and
communication nodes of the nodes [15]. On the
other hand, the coverage and connections between
the nodes affect the performance and quality of the
network. So this should be taken into consideration.
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7

VARIOUS WAYS TO REDUCE ENERGY
CONSUMPTION

So far, there has been a lot of research on energy
conservation methods in sensor networks, and there
are many classifications for these methods. In
general, these methods can be classified into three
categories [15], which are followed by each
explanation.
Based on workflow [2]: These methods work on
the basis of assuming that there is more than the
expected number of sensor nodes in the
environment, and if some of them are in low-power
mode, they will have an effect on Do not create
network. In these methods, we try to do this in such
a way that the selected subset has the lowest
possible.
Based on data-literacy [3]: This method includes
data reduction methods and data extraction
methods. Data reduction methods have been
attempting to reduce data generated by doing so in
a variety of ways, including deleting additional
data, compressing data, and combining multiple
data and interpreting them. In data extraction
methods, it is emphasized that the amount of data
generation is reduced, that is, the number of times
the environment is reduced, or that the environment
can only be taken when acceptable changes occur
around the sensor's environment.
Based on sink mobility: this method works based
on the fact that nodes in the sensor networks are
responsible for relaying information to the sink,
which causes the nodes adjacent to the sink node to
perform a great deal of relay, and their energy fast
Evacuate This incident causes the entire network to
be interrupted by the sink, which effectively
disables the network. In order to avoid this fact,
sink mobility is used in these environments.
8

NODE CAPABILITIES

In a sensor network, there are various tasks that can
be assigned to sensor nodes. Each applicationspecific node can take on specific tasks such as
relaying,
sensing
and
aggregation.
The
heterogeneity of the sensors itself is controversial,
with many articles on this subject. For example,
some applications require a combination of sensors
to monitor temperature, pressure, ambient light and
humidity. These specific sensors can include
conventional sensors that are independent or
interdependent.

9

HETEROGENEOUS NODES

In many studies, it is assumed that all nodes are
homogeneous. Depending on the application type,
the nodes can have different roles and capabilities
and are heterogeneous. For example, some
applications may have scenarios for measuring
temperature, pressure, humidity, etc., or need to
capture environment images or track objects, and so
the sensors are developed with various functions,
and the roles and abilities Each one is different.
Even reading and reporting data in these sensors
has different rates. Each of the sensors can use one
of the reporting models and a data rate to send and
report data according to its duty and service quality
limitations.
10 ERROR HANDLING
Some sensors are damaged due to energy, physical
or environmental damage. Sensor node failure
should not affect the performance of the entire
network. If a number of nodes fail, the routing
protocols and MACs should provide a new form of
links and paths for data gathering. The necessary
thing is to set the transmission power and signaling
rates on existing links and reduce energy
consumption or re-rotate the packets over an area of
the grid that has more energy. Therefore, to
increase tolerance to error, several levels of
redundancy in the network are required. The
probability that a node is healthy at intervals (0, t)
[40] is equal to:

11 SERVICE QUALITY
In many applications, delivery should take place at
a specific time. Therefore, delays in delivery are
one of the important considerations. In others,
energy conservation, which is directly related to the
lifetime of the network, is very much taken into
consideration. When the energy is over, the
network may intelligently lower the quality so that
it reduces the processing speed or the period of
awakening of the nodes, thereby increasing its
lifespan. Of course, this should not reduce the
quality of service from the designated channel.
12 HARDWARE LIMITATIONS
Sensor nodes are small in size due to their limited
size, which makes the components used in them
special and limited. For example, the battery of the
node should be small, which is the same volume
limitation that the batteries used do not have the
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power and long lifetime. For example, an AAA
battery will operate at a maximum of 100 to 120
hours in active mode. Even if we assume that the
size of our sensors is large and the battery used is
also rechargeable, because these sensors are often
dispersed in distant and hazardous areas, recharging
these batteries is very difficult and even impossible
[9].
13 COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS IN
WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS
Before discussing communication protocols, we
review the effective factors in choosing them:
Energy applications: To maximize network life,
routing and transmitting data packets can be
distributed. A path regardless of the amount of
stored energy should not always be used to send
packets because it forces the nodes to run out of
this path and a cavity is present in the network
connections.
Deployment: In sensor networks, nodes are
generally located in places that are not cognitive
and not preset. The problem of sensor coverage and
sleep and wake scheduling, etc., requires the
network to calculate the location of the node. One
method of calculation is that at least some nodes
have a GPS or global location system. However,
there are important conflicting factors in using
GPS. Firstly, GPS only works in open space, and
it's not possible to use GPS if it is underground or
deep into the ocean. Secondly, expensive GPS
devices are not expensive to use on a large scale. So
the location in these networks has always been
controversial. Because many of the wireless sensor
network protocols are based on location
information. For example, many routing protocols
such as [31] act based on the availability of
information from the location of the network nodes.
Therefore, in order to achieve all the capabilities of
wireless sensor networks, it is important to know
the location of the nodes in the network, which
increases the importance of locating techniques day
by day. On the other hand, location in wireless
sensor networks is a particularly difficult task due
to the specific characteristics of these networks. In
large wireless sensor networks, nodes are usually
devices with a high constraint, low memory, low
computing power, and especially limited energy. In
recent years, many techniques have been proposed
for locating in wireless sensor networks, these
techniques can be classified into two broad
categories:
1- Anchorage based techniques
2- Anchorage without need

Anchor node is a sensor node that has its own
GPS position or manual settings in the global
coordinate system before the start of the locating
process. In the anchor node-based techniques, it is
assumed that there is an initial number of harbor
node in the sensor network. The purpose of these
techniques is to use the capabilities of these nodes
to eventually estimate all the nodes of the network
to determine their place in the global coordinate
system. But in the techniques without anchorage,
there is no need for an anchor node, and the process
of locating the sensor node estimates its relative
location in the network graph. Although harborbased techniques can calculate the definite location
of nodes in the global coordinate system, for the
harbor nodes, they need additional equipment,
positioning and manual settings that are found in
many sensor networks due to limitations in the
nodes as well as inappropriate The network
environment can not be used. Needless solutions to
the harbor are less costly than anchor-based
solutions. Anchor-based algorithms can be found in
[11]. In this algorithm, first the anchor nodes
distribute their spatial data in the network, and this
will determine the average distance between the
two nodes or the average length of a step. Nonanchorage nodes know the shortest route based on
the number of steps to each of the harbors, and by
getting this average length of the distance to the
anchorages, they calculate their distance using this
estimate. At [1], network nodes are first clustered.
Each harbor is a cluster head and cluster members
begin to locate using the cluster header information.
This process is initially initiated by nodes in the
joint area of the two clusters. However, with the
clustering of the nodes, the angiogy-based
algorithm is increased, but the precision and
efficiency of the algorithm is still dependent on the
number of anchor nodes. The use of an anchorage
in any situation restricts its use in wireless sensor
networks.
For algorithms without anchorage, the first is the
algorithm [33]. This algorithm has devised a new
method for constructing a local graph for the
network, which is used to calculate the relative
coordinates of the nodes. First, each node generates
a graph of its own orientation. Then the general
network graph is constructed and each node
transforms the coordinate using the algorithm. Due
to limitations in the trigonometric method used in
this algorithm, the calculated coordinates are not
reliable in this case, and in many cases it is difficult
to obtain. Other algorithms try to use other methods
instead of trigonometric methods for locating
without the need for an anchorage. Examples of
these methods are graph-based methods or mass
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and spring algorithm-based methods. Of course, in
general, the methods used in this type of algorithm
are time-consuming and associated with high
energy consumption.
14 ROUTING
The problem of routing in wireless sensor networks
is one of the most important issues that ensures the
optimal operation of a sensor network. Due to the
limitations of the energy level of each node in a
sensor network, routing should take place in such a
way that the overall lifetime of the network is
maximized. Therefore, the proposed routing
method in these networks should use the available
energy as best as possible, that is, it should be
aware of the node resources, and if the node had not
enough resources to send the packet to the
destination [14].
Types of methods are as follows:
15 FLOOD METHOD
In this way, a node sends copies of the data to each
of its neighbors to disperse a portion of the data
over the network. Whenever a node receives new
data, it copies it and sends it to its neighbors
(except the node receiving the data from it). The
algorithm converges or ends when all nodes receive
a copy of the data. When it takes a handful of nodes
to receive and then send some data, it's called a
round. The flood algorithm in time (OD) is
convergent, since d is the diameter of the network,
because it takes for a piece of data d to move from
one end of the network to the other end. The three
weaknesses
of
this
method
are
[14]:
1) Explosion: In a flood method, a node always
sends data to its neighbors, regardless of whether its
neighbors have received data before. This action
causes
the
explosion
problem.
2) Overlapping: Sensors usually cover the same
geographic areas and their data overlap.
3) Failure to know resources: In a flood method,
nodes do not change their activities based on the
amount of energy they are in. If they are aware of
their sources in sensor networks, they can
communicate and calculate their energy resources
Match.
The rumor method [42]
This method is an alternative to the flood method
that uses the crash process to save energy. Instead
of sending the data alike, a rumor node sends
information to one of its neighbors at random. If a
rumor node receives data from its neighbors, it can

retrieve the data if the same neighbor is randomly
selected.
Protocols [42] SPIN [1]
Also, nodes use quasi-data negotiation in this way
to remove extra data from the network. SPIN nodes
can also make decisions for their communications
based on information about the application and on
the basis of information about their existing
resources. This will allow the sensors to efficiently
disassemble the data, despite their limited
resources. Two key ways to handle the SPIN
protocols are to solve the problems posed by the
all-embracing classical approach, using negotiation
and resource matching. To overcome the collision
and overlapping of the SPIN nodes, they negotiate
with each other before sending information. The
nodes also evaluate their resources before sending
data. Each node has its own resource manager [3]
to monitor energy consumption. The pseudo-data
generated in SPIN as the data representer must have
a volume smaller than the data they represent. Also,
if two pieces of data are separated, their quasi-data
must also have this property. The nodes in SPIN
use three types of messages to communicate with
each other:

1) ADV: Used to send new data. When a SPIN
node has data to share, this can be advertised
by sending the corresponding pseudorelevant data.
2) REQ: Used to request information. A SPIN
node can use this message when it wants to
receive the actual data.
3) DATA: Includes data messages. DATA
messages contain real data collected by
sensors.
SPIN-1 is a three-step manual method that is a
simple way to disperse data in a waste-free network
that works in three steps, and in one step, use one of
the messages described above. he does. The time
protocol starts when a node gains new data that it
wants to scatter, by doing so by naming the new
data and sending an ADV message to its neighbors.
When receiving a neighbor message, they will
check whether they have already received such data
or asked for such data. If not, the neighboring node
returns the sender for sending the requested data as
the response of a REQ message. The protocol is
completed by sending the given data, sending a
DATA message in response to the REQ message.
Though the protocol is designed for waste-free
networks, it can be easily extended to use in waste
streams, since nodes can alternate send these
messages to compensate for lost ADV messages, as
well as for Compensating lost DATA and REQ
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messages, nodes can request their data again if they
are not received within a given time frame. Also, in
the case of mobile networks, if a node is seen that
its neighbors have changed, they can instantly
promote all their data. The main advantage of SPIN
is its simplicity, as well as its locality and
dependence on a particular arrangement, which
makes it easy to implement on any network.
SPIN-2: This method adds a clever simple idea to
save resources to the SPIN-1, so that when there are
enough resources available, SPIN-2 nodes, such as
nodes in SPIN-1, use the three-step protocol. When
a node observes that its energy resources are lower
than a certain limit, it adapts itself to reducing its
participation in the protocol to the new conditions,
and in general, a node participates only in the
protocol, which is confident that all the other steps
of the protocol Without lowering its energy
resources from the specified range, otherwise the
node will not generate any REQ message with the
ADV message. This method causes the node to not
engage in DATA messages at low energy levels
[18].
16 CONCLUSION
In this study, we first described the concept of
wireless sensor networks in general, and stated that
the range of wireless sensor applications is very
wide and includes agricultural, medical and
industrial applications to military applications.
In the following, we describe the structure of its
nodes, which consists of four subsystems under the
subsystem
headings,
the
subsystem
of
communication, the subsystem of the sensing, and
the subsystem of the energy source. We then
outlined the overall structure of wireless sensor
networks and said that the most important general
features of a sensor network are:
1) Unlike traditional wireless networks, all nodes
in wireless sensor networks do not need to
communicate directly with the closest power
control tower or base station, but the sensors
can be divided into clusters (cells) that each
cluster selects a cluster header. The cluster is
responsible for gathering information. Data
gathering is done to reduce the data sent from
the nodes to the base station and thereby
improve the energy efficiency of the network.
2) Peer-to-peer network protocols provide peers
with a mesh-like communications network for
transmitting information between thousands of
small devices using a multi-jump method. The
mesh-compliant architecture has the ability to

adapt to new nodes to cover a larger
geographic area. Additionally, the system can
automatically compensate for loss of a node or
even a few nodes.
3) Each sensor on the network has a sensor range
that is full of spots in its range. One of the
goals of sensor networks is that each location
in a given space must be at least in the
sensitivity of a node so that the network can
cover all the area in question. A sensor with
sensitivity radius r can be modeled with a disk
with radius r. This disk covers the points that
fall within this radius. Obviously, to cover the
entire area, these disks should cover all parts
of the area.
We also explained that the challenges ahead in
wireless
sensor
networks
include:
Energy management: The limited energy
requirements of the sensors have always been a
concern for the designers because, due to the fact
that they can not be recharged, the battery life of
each of them is equivalent to their loss, and
possibly with the loss of one or more nodes The
whole
network
fails.
Scalability: Wireless sensor networks must be
distributed and capable of self-regulation and selfmodification. Therefore, scalability is an important
condition for the survival of these types of
networks.
Security: One of the most important considerations
in these networks is security. The distributed
structure of these types of networks and their
geographical dispersion have made the hacker and
viruses more vulnerable to these types of networks.
Therefore, taking into account limited facilities
such as processing and memory, a method should
be adopted to impose the least overhead on the
system.
Communications: Wireless sensor networks
usually work in hard, harsh and hazardous areas
with high temperature changes. For example,
consider networks that are designed and installed in
order to monitor a semi-active firefighter. The
communication system of this network must be in
such a way as to transfer information in the shortest
possible time. Perhaps the smallest delay in
communication makes it completely impossible to
do it.
Reliability: In many applications, it is used to
implement sensors from helicopters or similar
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devices, which may result in multiple nodes being
lost or interrupted by their impact on the sensor
inputs. . Or their use is in difficult environments,
such as under the ocean or on the surface, chemical
and microfluidic environments, war zones, and so
on. Sensor nodes must be constructed in such a way
as to be compatible with the environment in which
they are used. For example, sensors used at the
bottom of the ocean should withstand extreme
pressure and be waterproof. Therefore their design
must be such that they have the necessary
resistance to such conditions. Network design
should also be designed in such a way that failure
of one or more nodes does not result in the entire
network operation.
Inhomogeneity: Sensor networks should be able to
work with different different sensor devices in
terms of functionality and performance, as it may
be used within two or more types of sensors,
depending on the application, which is normal for
this
collaboration.
Devices
together,
communication protocols and special algorithms
will be needed.
Cost of production: Today, economic costs play a
major role in the implementation and expansion of
networks. Although the sensor nodes are low-cost
for small and simple reasons, but due to the fact
that thousands of nodes may be used in a sensor
network, a slight drop in prices on one of these
sensors will reduce the overall cost of the network.
Because we want sensor networks with a life span
of at least a few months to one year, so we have to
optimize the amount of energy in the network. One
of the most important ways is to optimize the
energy consumption in the sensory and
communication nodes of the nodes. We also
explained a variety of methods for reducing energy
consumption, which were based on the workflow
period, based on data transfer, based on the sink
mobility.
Issues affecting the performance of wireless sensor
networks include network dynamics, node
development, energy considerations, delivery
models, data aggregation / composition, nodal / link
heterogeneity, error tolerance, connectivity, and
coverage. In the thesis, we examined
communication protocols in sensor networks and
expressed the types of routing. In the next section,
we examined the work and research we have done,
and we said that in order to save energy in wireless
sensor networks, in terms of network topology,
there are three broad categories of flat-panel
networks, hierarchical networks or dominant sets,
and networks The cluster hierarchy is divided, with
explanations for each one described.
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